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Abstract: The strategies of many organizations have recently included digital transformation. Digital initiatives in enterprises have proven to be essential tools for ensuring the sustainability of business processes. Trends from previous periods remain relevant, but the priorities for their deployment are changing and speed of implementation of advanced digital technologies is accelerating. This article focuses on digital transformation as a key future strategy along with value creation.
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1. Introduction

Digital transformation of industry is unstoppable and it’s riding on the wave of new innovations. Digitization moves the world. In recent years, many professions have emerged that were not 10 years ago. This trend will continue, and industry must be prepared for it more than ever before. Digital technology development plans are essential part of business strategies. The path of economic and operational excellence of industrial enterprises leads through numerous in-house digitization projects. Gradual deployment of advanced digital technologies in processes on production lines is one of the main priorities. Digital transformation became a necessary strategy for each company in the industry [8]. It is creating new profit by transforming customer expectations and how companies can address them. Digital transformation is the integration of digital technology into all areas of a business, fundamentally changing how companies operate and deliver value to customers. It is also a cultural change that requires organizations to continually challenge the status quo, experiment, and get comfortable with failure [8,9]. Digitization requires massive investment and the attention is focused on the ratio between the costs incurred for digitization and at the same time to the values that digitization brings. Analysis of how digital transformation contributes to value creation is therefore necessary [4].

2. Digital Transformation as a Strategy

As more and more businesses are now engaging in digitization, it is essential to have a well-planned digital transformation strategy. Businesses that are not agile enough to develop innovative business models and a comprehensive strategy are lagging the competition. From manufacturers who sell products linked to value-added services, to resellers who provide a seamless customer experience through multi-channel communication, companies must strive to provide an excellent experience for every customer.

To guarantee the successful implementation of a digital transformation strategy and take advantage of its effects on the organization, it is necessary to align use of
technologies, structural changes, changes in value creation and financial aspects of digital transformation.

2.1 Digital Transformation Technologies

Digital transformation uses mostly technologies to create value for stakeholders, innovate and acquire the capabilities to rapidly adapt to changing circumstances. Enterprises in industry are moving towards so-called smart factories which are characterized by the Digital Twin, CPS - Cybernetic Physical Systems, Internet of Things, Internet of Services, Big Data, Cloud Computing, Product Lifecycle Management Systems and Digital Manufacturing.

Digital twin is an interactive tool for effective team planning of production and logistics systems. It allows to easily design a logistics or production concept using 3D models and through virtual reality choose the best variant. The creation of the digital twin consists of a 3D scan of all objects in the production hall. For this purpose, usually a 3D laser scanner is used. After scanning all objects, the individual scans are combined into a complete cloud. From the cloud, 3D models of workplaces and objects are gradually created. 3D models are then inserted into the software for the final creation of a 3D form of production.

Digital twin technology allows [7]:
- Designing the production and logistics process in virtual reality,
- 3D layout planning with the task to create digital models for 3D layout planning with all active production and logistics processes,
- Allows plant teams to simulate various scenarios,
- Create working models for all processes to allow local static simulations to be run with key variable changes to confirm capital requirements.

Digital twin represents an original and innovative approach to planning and designing production and logistics systems. The 3D clone of the production hall during the workshops allows to change the production layout with a simple movement of the hand on the screen and thanks to the interactivity immediately see the effects of changes, as the system realistically redraws material flows and recalculates monitored indicators. Digital twin allows easy handling and positioning objects in the scene, as well as virtual tour through virtual reality headset. It answers the question “What happens if...?” Through simulations, it is possible to create different numbers of experiments, compare them and implement only the best one. This saves time and possible costs that could be incurred by making the wrong decision. Objects created in digital twin are automatically connected to the logistics network and a logistics system can be redesigned. First step is creating material flows which consist of creating transport connections between sources of sender-receiver, parameterization of material flow product/part, the quantity transported, type handling equipment etc. Once material flow is created, optimization and evaluation can begin. The biggest benefit is that system automatically searches for the proposed direction of the material flow along the shortest path within the logistics chain. Another benefit is that system immediately evaluates the parameters of material flow like the length of material flow, time spent of handling equipment for material flow and rate of material flow.

Many experiments can be created due to digital twin, even without a direct connection with the physical production line. Is possible to answer questions like what will happen in the overall production line when a certain parameter is
changed. In other words, the model allows one to modify production parameters, then to monitor the behaviour of the system without the risk of financial loss in the real production line. If we connect the simulation model to the real system, this opens another possibility to optimize the production system.

Another key focus area is the "Internet of Things" and the necessity to build a way to central monitoring, management and coordination of large amounts of diverse data. This can be achieved mainly by increasing the level of software capability while ensuring the use of communication standards and adequate level of security. Strong emphasis needs to be placed on building digital trust. The aim should be to ensure the security and credibility of information in an environment of mutual cooperation in the form of comprehensive risk management.

PLM software solutions process all product data throughout its life cycle, from initial virtual designs, through prototypes, product manufacturing, sales, to the appropriate end-of-life disposal and recycling process. The system also covers the comprehensive management of product data between all entities, including customers, suppliers and all other resources needed to implement the product. PLM is compiled for each company as an original solution that considers specific conditions and needs. Creating a suitable PLM solution requires a holistic approach based on analysis of all activities that must be performed at all levels of the life cycle of the implemented product.

Corporate culture and people are the driving forces of digital transformation. Employees must understand the changes that are happening in the company and should know how they can be part of such changes. Behind the success of any company, which is easiest to express in terms of achieved economic results, it is necessary to see the competencies of the people who work for it. Old hierarchical systems should replace by agile systems and modern innovative practices. Technological changes have three important effects [8]:

- they eliminate jobs by replacing human work with robot work,
- changing the qualification requirements for workers in many professions,
- create new professions.

Most requested skills of employees are critical and analytical thinking, as well as problem solving. Better computer knowledge is required from job applicant. Within digital transformation, the most needed positions include a data analyst, a robotics specialist, an engineer, a software and application developer, and a social networking specialist. Digital transformation represents an evolution and a great opportunity for personal and professional workforce shift.

3. Value creation by digitization

Digital services based on data analysis and comprehensive digital solutions for the entire ecosystem are the main source of significant revenue growth. To be able to create real value digitization must not only involve continuous monitoring of current products and processes but it must go beyond this framework. The followed tools must take a place [2]:

- Real-time quality management based on data analyst,
- Introduction of new flexible and customer-oriented concepts into production,
- Real-time production information, optimization based on data analytics,
- Predictive maintenance of key equipment, optimization of repair and maintenance plans brings increased operating time,
- Vertical integration from sensors via MES to real-time production planning to increase OEE and production throughput,
- Horizontal integration, track-and-trace technology for logistics optimization and inventory management.
– Digitization and automation of processes to optimize use human resources and speeding up operations,
– Real-time planning, supported by an information system, horizontal collaboration on a cloud platform.

In the Figure 5 is a conceptual framework which represents how digital transformation activates interactions between manufacturers and customers. Such cooperation leads to a merged interaction process in which companies form value in a common sphere through increasing depth and width of interaction. In fact, interactions give manufacturing companies the ability to expand the sphere of joint value creation. Value creation is actually the result of interactions between the product supplier and the customer, and digitization increases the interaction between the supplier and the customer and thus enables the value co-creation. Digitization can increase production productivity by leaps and as well significantly reduce costs at the same time.

4. Conclusions

Digital transformation becoming a strategy of all businesses that want to be competitive. It is a long term process with all the organizational parties included. The paper clearly points out key elements which must be aligned for smooth digital transformation of industry with main focus on digital transformation technologies. The way of value creation by digitization is identified. At the end of the transformation process a successful industrial company become true digital businesses, with core products enhanced by digital interfaces and innovative services based on the active data use. These digital businesses will work with their customers as well as suppliers in industrial digital ecosystems as is described in the paper. A digitally transformed company is economically healthy, more competitive, has thoroughly cleaned up in operational processes and is a stronger magnet for talents. This research provides implications for companies, who deal with challenges related to digital transformation strategies.
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